From: Geoffrey Sinclair [
]
Sent: 16 December 2014 13:27
To: MYG
Cc: 'Roger Earis'; 'Clive Callister'; MynyddyGwyntNSIP@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk
Subject: Notifications from CMS for the 18 December deadline

Dear James / Emré
This is to notify you that the Cambrian Mountains Society (CMS) wishes to be represented at
all relevant sessions by both Professor Eris and myself.
We wish to attend and make oral representations at the Issue Specific Hearing (ISH) on
Wednesday 4 February 2015 and further formally request an Open Floor Hearing (OFH) on
5 February to examine issues concerning the relationship between Welsh Government and
UK Government policies especially as they bear upon TAN8 and the Strategic Search Areas.
We await SoCGs from others to be provided on 18 December, and will then produce any
responses by the allotted further deadline of 19 January.
We have already made simplified comments to MyG Ltd on their draft outline for the March
ASI and as this is clearly a developing programme we propose to wait until a further outline
emerges from MyG Ltd and perhaps other parties before making more detailed comments. I
trust that this is order.
Our remaining tasks are the response to the ExA's First Round of Written Questions, and
our formal Written Representations, which will be sent as soon as possible, though the latter
will not be until the 18th December.
May I remind you that I asked earlier by Email on 14th January if the published suggestions
for the February ASI by MyG Ltd which were drafted jointly with CMS could be correctly
titled on the website to reflect that status? I attach considerable importance to this as it was
a true and effective collaboration in line with the ExA's encouragement for such an
approach, and when entitled purely with reference to MyG Ltd gives no indication that CMS
have made any contribution to his first key task.
I also asked in that Email how the greatly improved ZTVs now produced by MyG Ltd were to
be displayed and referenced.
I am sure that you are now beginning to become really busy as this case unfolds, but I would
be glad of a response on these last two points.
Regards
Geoff
PS We have now managed to make a Word copy of the ExA's Questions so will be
able to set out our responses in a similar format to that in which they are asked.
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